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Scouts will be working in mixed scoutpatroles. The scouts will in this manner experience 

different cultures and face a variety of exciting challenges. During the race the strength of the 

scouts communicationskills and collaborationskills will be imperative to which patrole will 

be the winner of the Race.  

 

The participating scouts have adult leaders and IST (18+) accompanying them at all times. As 

a scout in this – the very first Nordic Adventure Race ever – you and your fellow scouts will 

be a part of a greater Nordic collaboration and after the Race you will hopefully be travelling 

home with a lot of great memories and experiences in your backback.  

 

You and your patrole are very much expected to work independendently when setting up 

your camps, preparing your food and solving the tasks along the way. This being said you or 

your patrole will never be travelling on your own.  

You will be a part of a mixed patrole of different nationalities – but you will of course still  

be in contact with scouts from your own country, since we are travelling together.   

All patroles have 1 leader to guide and assist, if needed. The leader will also be responsible 

for travelling with your patrole on the islands.  

 

Requirements for participating scouts: 

Age:   You are 13-16 years of age  

Physicality: 

Nordic Adventure Race is a testing race and we will be travelling a great deal. Therefore it is 

very important that you are in good physical condition. You will carry your own backpack 

and you will also carry some of your patroles equipment. It is very much expected that you 

are able to do this. 

 

Price: 

The price for each participating scout is 2.000 DKKR, as well as the journey to and from The 

Faroe Islands Vagar airport.    


